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Pre-amble:
To Uncle Al, 1997 seemed like a good time to sample extended cruising for a

second time. His first such experience 25 years before, had ended with him and the
then Registrar of York University, Milt Bider, on the last night of the Cruise, buying up
(at exorbitant rates), all the aerosol cans they could find among the rest of the dozen or
so members of Don Davis's 1972 Georgian Bay Cruise. Cackling with glee, Al and Milt
chucked the cans into our bonfire before rushing to hide behind an old mattress that
had been mysteriously abandoned on the beach at Franklin Island while we waited for

the exciting explosion that was sure to follow. To say that some of us were going
stir-crazy would be accurate.

But it was an older, more mellow Uncle Al that would give cruising another try in
'97. No following ignorantly and obediently behind those who had actually brought
charts! If all else failed, Al fully intended to cruise solo. But then, our Cruising

Secretary, Tim France, let it be known that he would be organizing a Cruise in
Georgian Bay, somewhere north of Killbear Park in late July or early August. And at
our Annual General Meeting in January, the final piece of the puzzle fell into place
when Doug Gilchrist not only offered to come along but to have us sail Whirlwind
(W7222) which was already fairly cruise-equipped from Doug's previous cruising

adventures with his wife, Anne.

As the winter drew to a close, many of the potential participants gathered chez
Tim and Rosemary France in Guelph over some delicious munchies as we more or less
finalized plans for a week's cruise, Tuesday 5 August to Tuesday 12 August. We would
launch at Killarney, take three days to reach the Benjamin Islands via the town of Little
Current, spend a couple of days in the Benjamins and then dawdle back home via
McGregor Bay where Al wanted to re-visit Wilma Starke and some other sailing friends

whom he hadn't seen since 1985!

Late in June, Tim sent out a finalized list of participants which indicated five
boats: four Wayfarers and one CL 16. Having decided to join the cruise from his wife,

Julia's parents' cottage near Huntsville, and having prevailed upon Doug to pick him up
there, Al (and Doug) were sadly unable to join in a Monday evening bash at Tim and

Rosemary's where the rest of the group gathered for a warm-up BBQ Instead, Doug.

Tim, his wife, Rosemary, and Al met at the Fifth Wheel Truck Diner in Milton so that the

rookies could do a final pre-cruise check and get Tim to tell them if they were forgetting

anything major.



Monday 4 August 1997
As planned, Doug arrived at the cottage with Whirlwind in time to join us for

dinner on yet another lovely, warm summer evening. We decided to make it a relatively
early night, as Doug and Ai were planning to leave by 0800 hours in hopes of reaching
Killarney before noon.

Tuesday 5 August 1997
A fresh, sunny morning as we took Hwy 11 north from Huntsville, stopping for a

leisurely breakfast at Jim & Elsie's Restaurant in Sundridge on our way to Trout Creek
where we headed west towards Hwy 69 for a scenic hour or so. Our brief stay on Hwy
69 was extended by repeated construction delays - a factor which almost proved costly
when we found not a single gas station in the 100 or so km. in to Killarney along Hwy
637. Doug figured we were running on fumes when we spied Killamey Outfitters and its
lone gas pump.

While we were stocking up on a few last-minute necessities, the young lady
behind the counter asked: "Is that an Albacore?" Aghast, we corrected her
misconception. "A Wayfarer", she continued. "Have you heard of Frank Dye?' We had.
"Well, his boat's right out back here. We're expecting him about the middle of the
month." So we rushed around the back and sneaked a peak while the goat and horse
on guard (see photo) were having a coffee break.

At Killarney's launch ramp, Bill and Judy Burton were already set to launch their CL
By the time we had paid the $10 for our launch and haulout privileges Don and Trudy



Davis had also appeared, ready to supervise our departure (see photo). The dean of

Canadian Wayfarer cruisers, Don was unable to join us for the actual cruise due to

health reasons. He must have been truly disappointed and we missed him.

0 ~~~A couple of our crews demonstrated the need to secure the centreboard in the

full-up position before launching (see photo) but we ultimately extricated the offending

CBs from their respective trailers and got everyone launched (except for Glenn Fox

who had been held up in Guelph but was expected any minute).



As Tim promised we found the

4 F, ! i ii, iF fg Fi ,_ ii' wi wofrid's best Fish n'Chips at Mr
c ~~~~Perch beside the launch ramp wn' etFs'thp tM

(feft) But no decent store in
r- S ;which to buy groceries or

. postcards So Doug and I
resolved to stock up with
remaining needs the next day
in Little Current.

By the time, we had loaded Whirlwind with all our gear, and gone for a little stroll
around town, Glenn had arrived, Soon; only the essential group picture stood between
us and the open "seas"' Below, from I to r are: David Sleightholm (UK) and his U S.
sailing partner, the infamous Dick Harrington who were sailing the lovely wooden Blue
Mist, Tim France, Doug Gilchrist, Al Schonborn, Glenn Fox (single-handing, but owner
of one of two outboards along on the cruise), Tim's regular crew, Alan Asselstine of
Ottawa, Don Davis (honorary chairman of our cruise), and Bill Burton and his wife,
Judy, owners of the other outboard and lone CL on the trip. (photo by Trudy Davis)

It was near supper time when we finally ghosted out of Killarney, heading west
on a light SE breeze. In the photos below, we leave behind the launch area and Mlr
Perch and Killarney's church (see photos below and next page).
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It would be only a three-mile run north to a small cove just east of Covered Portage

Cove that Tim had chosen for our first night's stopover, but Dick and David were

leaving nothing to chance (see chart below, and photo next page)
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while the Burtons (below)
were obviously showing every0
confience in Tim France's
ability to find our destination



"Boyish enthusiasm` is the
phrase that springs to mind as
we see Doug Gilchrist (left)
pilot W7222 out of the
Killarney Channel towards our

first destination.
And just to show that Uncle Al
was not being just an idle
passenger, he alertly waited
for Whirlwind to reach just that
perfect spot where Trudy
Davis would look as though

she was standing in the trash

can while loading a new film
into her camera.

0_ _



Soon Tim and Alan (below) were leading the way towards our little nameless cove in a

perfect southerly breeze of about 5 knots

....... 0....

Experienced as they were, Tim and Alan chose to anchor on the north side where they
would be well placed to climb their chosen hill to the NW. Al and Doug (below) picked
the more scenic southern peninsula which subsequently proved to be separated from

the 'mainland" by impenetrable bush and swamp, and we would have had to paddle the
boat over to reach the others, had it not been for the kindness of Norm from a motor
cruiser also anchored with us,_ |~~~~~~



To freshen up before the

intended hill climb, Uncle Al

had a quick dip and wash in
the lovely and clear but chilly

(<15C) water. A braver Doug
had an actual swim to go with

his wash - and even went for a

second dip when his sprained

ankle caused him to sit down
and wash his only towel before

| ohe could use it to dry himself

aladWhile Doug and his weak

ankle stayed behind on our
point with Bill and Judy, Al

decided to join the climb.
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Wednesday 6 August
Wednesday started early for
Uncle Al as the need to answer
nature's call was countered by
frigid 7C air and an army of
condensation droplets on the
inside of the boom tent. I swore
I'd wear my woolly cap to bed the
next night (which I did) after 1
finally got up the courage to
crawl forward to go on deck and
"answer the call". Since it was
then about 0500 hrs, I was
greeted by the beginnings of a
lovely day and of the S wind
(above) (10 - 15 knots according
to Doug's VHF).
A brief chat with Tim across the
bay (right) confirmed Boat Cove -

30 miles away on the NWtp
Great La Cloche Island as our
hoped for destination (see chart
on facing page).



So the Whirlwind crew wasted little time getting underway (about 1000 hrs), nursing
their way through small advance parties of what would likely become an onshore lake
breeze from the south, Over our hill-top breakfast of cereal (from boxes) and milk (our 1
I. carton was still fresh), bread and cheese, washed down with brew from our lone
luxury, a Bodum coffee maker Al had won for placing 3rd in the '96 Danish Nationals,
we had noticed "wall to wall` ripples to the south so we tacked at every opportunity to
get there. Once Al's suggestion that we tack over towards Killarney's for a brunch chez
Mr Perch had been vetoed, all our energies went into reaching the wind.
We resisted the temptation to go the shorter route via the Lansdown Channel since it
looked like a sheet of glass. The approaching wind also seemed to have some east in it
which might leave the Channel becalmed all day. After about half an hour we were re-
warded by a nice little 5-knot SSE breeze. Being determined not to repeat the 1972 ex-
perience but to do our own navigating instead, we forged on at top speed.
After a fairly close port reach along Badgeley Island, we bore away with a view to
rounding west of Partridge Is. After a brief lunch of peanut butter on rye washed down
with Gammel Dansk, the spinnaker went up and the ride became the thing as the winds
gradually worked their way up past 10 knots. Doug and I were impressed with how well
Whirlwind sailed on all points of sail despite what must have been 200+ lbs. of gear
fore and aft and in between!
A nice gybe at Partridge Is. and now we were positively romping past Heywood Island
and Badgeley Point. With winds nearing 15 knots, Heywood which had been our
destination in case of lack of wind, was not going to be needed
Visions of making the 1450 Swing Bridge opening (Tim had told us it opened at 10 min.
to the hour) into Little Current danced in our heads as we surfed northwards past what
we presumed to be Strawberry Island
It was at about this time that we began to note disturbing dissimilarities between what
the chart indicated we should be seeing and the visual realities. As the winds were now
gusting to 20 knots, we downed that spi, put on our PFDs, battened the aft hatch and
finally hove to with a butt and a drink to contemplate the matter. We finally headed
north towards the nearest visible cottages. At last we spied one with signs of habitation
- a young lady on a sturdy dock. Just what we needed. With the essential panache, we
headed into the wind and stopped perfectly, just short of the lee side of the dock.
With just a titch of embarrassment, we asked our location, The (lovely) young lady
replied: "I'm just a guest - but I think that's Wardrope Island across from here. I'll go ask
the owner," By the time a second young lovely had arrived, those intrepid mariners,
Doug and Al had figured out that they had somehow ended up on the La Cloche Penin-
sula which forms the western limit of McGregor Bay! Now we were facing a 5-mile beat
just to get back around Little La Cloche Island, In winds gusting to 20!



On our wet and windy way back out of McGregor Bay we met an Interlake being sailed
by a father/son team. As we passed near them, i asked if they were from the Bay.
When they confirmed this I asked them to say `hi` to Rick Cantwell and that we'd see
him Monday as planned. Less luck with another communications attempt as we tried to
inform Tim France of our situation via a VHF whose battery had gone dead.
By the time we neared the SE tip of Little La Cloche, the wind had mellowed alarmingly
and our worst fears were confirmed when we entered the North Channel and saw that

its southern half, from Heywood on in, was a sheet of glass. We were in the remnants
of a dying lake breeze which left us completely as we sat north of West Mary Island.
Both the north shore and West Mary were a huge contrast to last night's anchorage -
low, swampy scrub land that was sure to be bug heaven! And it appeared that we might

be stuck here for the night! A dying gasp of SE wind carried us to - and past - the only

anchorage on West Mary. We were still hoping for better.
Lo and behold, after only about 15 minutes of varied breaths of this and that, we saw

ripples on the water to the west and we tried to drift towards them at top speed. We
may even have paddled briefly. The next thing we knew, we were in a nice, increasing
NW wind, which, if the clouds were anything to go by, was part of a weather system

wind, and therefore likely to remain with us even as the evening wore on.
We re-adjusted our goal to the north tip of Strawberry Island and when we passed that
at only 1830 hrs, we decided on Little Current, where Doug knew a nice little marina at
the west end of the channel where we could stay the night. Sure enough, by 1940 hrs,
we were waiting in considerable adverse current for the 15-minute bridge opening

which a sign promised each hour on the hour. Sadly, we couldn't emulate the Danish
method of bridge shooting Tim had told us about: Stop, have a schnapps, lower mast,

shoot the bridge, stop, raise mast, another schnapps, proceed.
As we passed the bridge at 2001 hrs, the operator told us our friends had gone through
at 1800 hrs - confirmation that they had not stopped at Heywood! As we beat up the

channel with long starboard and short port tacks, we kept a sharp eye out for the gang

but there had been no sign of them by the time we reached "Doug's" marina. We pulled

up nose to nose with a huge motor boat at the gas dock while Doug went off to rent a

slip for the night.
While waiting with flapping sails, Whirlwind attracted quite a number of admirers,

including one very elegant-looking lady who commented that she had at one time

sailed a CL - at Boulevard Club! But before I could express my surprise that Boulevard

would accept CL's, Doug came rushing out of the office with news from the manager:

`Our guys are just a ten-minute spinnaker run around the corner and across the bay!'

Taking a surprised Doug at his word I pushed off and we treated the "fans" to the sight

of Whirlwind romping out of the marina under spinnaker in a now WSW wind,



Doug however, was impressed when Al asked him to quickly take the helm so that Al
could get the camera from the rear compartment and grab the beautiful sunset (below)

while it was going by.

It was 2130 hrs when we dropped anchor to complete a most interesting if exhausting
sail that had covered over 40 miles.
Before Uncle Al had rigged up the boom tent and laid out the sleeping gear, it was
dark, Since we had nothing but a flashlight to cook by, Dick Harrington kindly brought
over his Coleman lantern to permit our gourmet chef, Doug, to whip up a meal of
ground beef with rice plus of course, more Bodum coffee with Half'n'Half cream which
had still not gone sour. And all this was ready just as I stepped ashore from my
housekeeping duties. And let me tell you: "It was deeeeeelicious!" The second
helpings, too! And this is not only due to the fact that we had last eaten at about noon!
Once the lamp was gone, we stayed out to admire the stars since the strong breeze
and cool night were doing a pretty good job on the bugs. Just before we went off to a
well earned rest, Tim pointed out to us the constellation Cassiopeia, which the Danes
call the Wayfarer star since it resembles a giant W tilted 45 degrees to the left



Thursday 7 August
A good night's sleep and little
condensation inside our tent
since the night had turned
cloudy and thus warmer as
well. The morning was
overcast with a fairly ample
looking wind from the west.

Forecast was for SW to 30 km.
Our cook was soon perched
on Maltas Island (left) making
breakfast and feeding the

Bodum via his mountain stove
while Whirlwind was ready to
go - straight back to Little
Current, if I had anything to
say about it! Last chance for
stocking up on goodies,
postcards, etc, not to mention

* 1: l having a sit on a civilized
toilet.
While the others were getting
ready (below, next page) - in
one or two cases, putting in a
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reef with ingenious assistance from David Sleightholm (sails shortened by applying a
tourniquet of jeans, etc.!!!!!), Whirlwind set off for a quick run to Little Current, having

agreed to meet for lunch on Clapperton Island before proceeding to today's intended
final destination on Croker Island (see chart on facing page).

A 10-knot westerly carried us quickly back to Little Current's town wharf where we
quickly added our princess to the row of queens (below and next page) before rushing

* ~off to the nearest restaurant and Al's ever more urgent appointment with nature,

a'
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By the time Uncle Al had finished his toilette, Doug had increased our order from coffee

to a full-blown breakfast which we fully enjoyed in a leisurely manner while keeping an

eye on Whirlwind which we could do right from our table (below)

It was a really nostalgic moment, sitting there in a real old-time Canadian restaurant -

woodsy but with the obligatory arborite table tops. Little Current turned out to be a far

better provisioning spot than Killarney and we soon had all the postcards, juice boxes

and cigarettes we were likely to need for the rest of the week. One fly in the ointment

was that the ice store was not open this early (1 100 hrs) and we crossed our fingers
that the steak which had left Huntsville on Tuesday morning, frozen, would still be OK

to eat for tonight's anticipated last un-canned supper.

Soon we were back on the dock and with a last glance at our friend the swing bridge
(below) we set out to chase our group which had left at least an hour and a half before
from Maltas.

0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~



Unfortunately, there was little sign of either the four boats ahead of us or the SW
winds to 30 km. as we fought our way upwind out of the channel against the not so little
current. In a leftover chop and the dying winds, we tried for the funnel effect by going in
between the Minks and East Rous Island Not only did we find some breeze but in light

of the previous day's navigational debacle, we were also delighted to confirm our

position with some fishermen among the islands.
As we passed West Rous Island, the wind was down to about 3-5 knots, and we

got our first glimpse of three boats from our group who looked becalmed way off shore
and to windward. This kind of sailing being Al's forte, we were soon close enough to
discern some changes in the crewing arrangements which had been arranged in light of

the expected SW blow. Glenn Foster had picked up David Sleightholm while Tim
France had traded crews with Bill Burton. This left Dick Harrington (whom we had yet to
see) to single-hand Blue Mist. Increased cloud activity was a harbinger of good things

to come, as a 10-15 knot breeze settled in from the WNW along with clearing skies

Soon we were romping along
into the odd spray making
wave and enjoying a little boat
speed test with Bill Burton and

Alan Asselstine on the side
As we passed Bear's Back

Island, we finally saw what had
to be Dick Harrington way off
to the SW, As he tacked to
port to head for our Clapperton

Island rendez-vous, we got a
closer look at Blue Mist and a
chance to admire a veteran
single-hander at work, Dick's
form was superb!
At 1500 hrs, having sailed 20+
miles, we trailed Dick into
Logan Bay which would clearly

be our last stop. He headed
for a derelict dock (left) we had
had our eye on, but went off in

search of better things near

Logan Island while Doug and I
grabbed this choice spot



Cleverly, I dropped our anchor while we were still well off the dock and under sail while

Dick (below) used the more conventional muscle power approach.

Not only did this well sheltered place have its own dock, but a dinner table (below) as

well!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- r t .



Not to be outdone by David Sleightholm's
fine example of British spiffiness (above),

the rest of us also took advantage of the 0
shallow waters which were much warmer
than our first night's cove's had been Tim
(left) perhaps carried things a bit too far, but
we were all refreshed after a challenging

day at "sea".
Doug's swim provided an unexpected bonus
when he discovered that our anchor was not
where the rope led us to believe it was, In
drifting around after dropping the anchor,
we had managed to lay the anchor rope in a
giant U which was only lightly held in place
by being wedged under some flat rocks on
the shallow bottom. This could have caused
us some night time trouble but Doug came
to the rescue by swimming the anchor out to
a better location.



Judy Burton (above) appeared to use her swim to inspect their outboard while Doug
(below left) picked up a useful alternative to the clothesline from the Blue Mist crew
(below right). A relatively relaxed afternoon which Uncle Al used to start on his mega-
project: 30 postcards to Wayfarers around the world who needed to be told that Uncle
Al was actually cruising! Even with preparations such as pre-printed address labels the
sticking stuff took until supper time.

0i I
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Good news and bad news: The steak was still fine and made a great meal along with
Chef Doug's pasta with tomato sauce (above) but the cream which still smelled fine
would not pour from the carton and was consigned to the deep. Also Alan had 
discovered an abundance of poison ivy (below) right along our patch of shore.

- - ; l| l l l 



b ~After supper we had nice evening light for portraits: Doug Gilchrist (above left) and
Uncle Al (right), and Bill and Judy Burton (below).0 __~~~~ g
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(above left) While David writes up his log for UKWA consumption from the comfort of a
Burton easy chair (arms cut down to permit stowing in back tank), his helm, Dick, looks
on - as does one frog. But it's all too much for the gulls who look away in disgust.
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And so the evening went on quietly. Al put up the tent on Whirlwind while Doug
did the dishes, Despite our total shelter from the westerly breeze and the warm
temperatures there were very few bugs... someone said that it was the masses of
dragonflies which eat the mosquitoes. There seemed little need for the turtleneck and
sweat pants that I was wearing,

But then the sun went down and all good dragonflies went to bed. And the
mosquitoes and other winged war machines came out in droves. Within minutes, the
social evening was shattered, as we dove for our tents. Even the two minutes I spent
on the bow adjusting the anchor line were close to torture! Thank God Doug had
discovered my anchor faux pas earlier!

After a few minutes of swatting everything that flew inside the tent, I had some
idea of the meaning of those famous pirate story words: `The scuppers were awash in
blood!" except that in our case it was the deck and the coaming.

Apart from the occasional smack from our or a neighboring boat, Doug and I
enjoyed a quiet evening: We listened to Roger Clemens pitch yet another shutout (4-0)
over the Cleveland Indians and then sampled some talk shows but couldn't find the
Chicago host we'd found the previous night who had actually been polite and
reasonable yet most interesting.

Before going to sleep we tried to add our little chapter to the history of folk
medicine: We tried driving the bugs out with alcohol fumes and cigarette smoke. In fact,
Doug claims he really didn't sleep more than an hour or two due to continuing bug
depradations, but the two or three times I woke up, Doug was snoring, so.,. And even at
4 a.m. when nature's insistence became too strong for my bladder, there were still lots
of bugs out there.

I think it may have been at about this time that I quietly turned on the radio to get
the weather and heard: `Winds SW to 30 km." And suddenly, there it was the idea!

Friday 8 August
As soon as Doug woke up, I gently sounded him out on my grand plan: "You

know today's trip? Only about 5 miles to Croker and then spend the day dawdling
around the Benjamins. You know, we could have a really exciting day and sail back to
McGregor Bay for tomorrow's Outer Bay Race Wilma Starke invited us to sail in it, And
the winds, SW 30 km. would be perfect!"

Doug's reply was cautious: "Why don't see what it's like when we get to the
Benjamins?' Just in case, Uncle Al rushed over to tell Tim of our possible plan and it
was agreed that if we left the group today, we would meet up Sunday night in Bay Finn
in Marianna Bay under Frazer Bay Hill, 0



Leaving the gang to assorted reefing chores, we rushed out - for my padt to get
the nuisance of going to the Benjamins first over with. But as we exited Logan Bay,

Doug said: "Actually, I've seen the Benjamins, so if you don't mind not seeing them.,.
Well, that quickly our whole cruise changed dramatically, and I hate to think of

the fun we would have missed, had we not gone for it! A quick glance astern (below), a
farewell wave and we were off (see chart on facing page). Our aim to surprise the heck
out of Rick Cantwell and the rest of the McGregor Bay gang. And what goad is a cruise
without at least one good race to spice it up????

And a glorious warm, sunny day it was! Just right for a mega-run to McGregor Bay.
With winds not yet near 30 kmlh, we popped the chute and were soon passing a mini
bird sanctuary (below), that appeared to be part of James Foote Patch south of Bedford
Island,

S~~~~



Alas! It was too good to last! Our SW wind dropped off to nearly nothing, We

doused the chute (too much effort!) and gybed to port for two reasons try for more wind

funneling along the shore (the Rouse Islands) and, if Doug steered just right, we were

in the shade of the main whichl provided welcome relief from a now oppressively hot

sun. To help while away the time, we recalculated the speed formula for a Wayfarer

that Ai had read somewhere but forgotten: one knot = 6080' per hour. ihe. 6080' in 3600

seconds. Therefore, 16' should take 16 divided by 6080 x 3600 sec., which we

estimated to be about 10 seconds (actually it's more like 9.5 seconds, now that I'm out

of the sun!) Thus, at 2 knots, Whirlwind should take 5 sec. to go one boatlength, etc.

Using a nice, biodegradable Kleenex, we soon established that we were doing just over

one knot. Shortly thereafter, the one of us who had not used the bushes on Clapperton

that morning, got an overwhelming call from nature and got to put droop hiking to an

entirely new use. In an increasing wind, our helm did not get a reliable time for half a

boatlength based on this evidence, however

With a double sense of relief, we proceeded in increasing, rather cool SW winds

and lowering skies. We made the grand entrance into Little Current on a planing spi

reach but were forced to douse near the town wharf when the swirling winds, now

gusting to 20 knots, urged us to prudence.
The current being with us, and the swing bridge opening still almost 40 min.

away, we decided to shoot the bridge with the mast down. We chose a sheltered

looking dock about 200 m. from the bridge to start the operation under controlled

circumstances. Ai misjudged the momentum of a fully burdened Wayfarer and we

almost knocked over a `No Trespassing" sign. Of course, anyone could see that we

were not "trespassing". We were mariners in distress!

Soon the mast was down and I was reminded of the old Good News, Bad News

joke about the galley slaves' captain wanting to go water-skiing, as Doug bravely fought

to keep Whirlwind on course as the upper ten feet of mainsail kept filling with 20 knots

of gust and blowing the stern off to one side or the other. The tiller was also not too

mobile, what with mast, spreaders and sail hanging all over it. We could have used the

boom crutch, I suppose, but who knows how much a further raised mainsail would have

blown us off course???
Anyway, we made it nicely through the starboard span of the bridge and quickly

headed up into a relatively sandy spot just east of the bridge Almost there - but Mr.

Murphy never sleeps When I tried to quickly raise the board the gooseneck was

perfectly positioned to block the manoeuvre and we suddenly crunched to a halt, But all

was finally fixed, althouah it is harder to lift the mast with sail and boom attached...

Once clear of the town ard the bridge, we were on a nice broad reach, and the

spinny seemed called for once rmore A couple of minutes later we cleared Gibbons

Point, I looked over my shoulder and saw what looked like a mini-squall coming at us,



We downed the spinny in record time and battened the hatches just in time to
take off on a planing reach past Strawberry Island. At that point the threatening clouds
disappeared and we were left with a glorious 15-18 SW wind and warm sunshine.

A gybe at Mary Point on Little La Cloche, and we were on the home stretch. One

more hoist of the spi and we settled into a nice comfortable surfing/planing port tack

broad reach. Little La Cloche was going past a lot faster than last time! While Doug

was marvelling how well balanced and light our fully loaded Whirlwind was feeling, Al

cast admiring glances at a gorgeous 40' wooden ketch that was slowly creeping up

from astern under genoa alone. When he finally got fairly close, their helm yelled at us

and we headed up to see what he wanted. Thus he finally got our wind and went by

saying: "You're doing 7.5 knots!!!" Hard to believe, but we're gullible!

Remembering the disturbed
winds off McGregor Point from
Wednesday (and Al's frequent
dumps at Fanshawe in similar
conditions!), we doused the
spi and settled down to try to
find island #1104 and Rick

Cantwell in Pathfinder Bay.
There were so many islands,
however, that we ended up
following Wednesday's inter-
lake which was going in the

right general direction.
When we followed to his dock,
he asked: "Didn't I see you
recently?" After confirming this

to be true, we got directions
which included a camouflaged

satellite dish (left) as positive
identification.
Soon we had found the right
spot and prepared to beg for a
space at Rick's dock - but it
seemed no one was home..



-~~~~

.M. ~~~~~~~~~Although we knew we had a
standing invitation to stay at
Wilma Starke's island across

the bay while she was away in
Detroit, we decided to get out

and at least stretch our legs.
Whirlwind was well protected
at this dock (above) which
was not at that time graced by

Rick's lovely wife, Gina And
suddenly, there was Rick (left),

virtually unchanged in the 12
years since he had whipped

Ralph Starke and me in the
1985 Outer Bay Race,
Poor Rick! He had finally been

getting in a day of rest after a
summer of frantically trying to

keep the island and its 13
buildings in reasonable repair.

A rest that had been especially

welcome after a major party
the night before'



We assured Rick that we
could easily sleep in the boat,
but he would hear nothing of
that and insisted that we take
the guest cabin. With justified
pride, Rick pointed out that he
had power-washed the wood
walkways which looked like
new (above) but had earlier
looked like the docks on which
we proceeded to unload some
of our gear (right). We dis-
covered that we would have
no need of the Gammel Dansk
Ai was clutching (right), for
there was a bottle of 12-
year-old single malt MacAllan
scotch awaiting our pleasure
in the cabin.
As we finished our unloading,
we met Rick's sister-in-law,
Judy (from Oakville!) and her
son, Connor, returning from
McGregor Bay's sole store at



Birch Island. These two demonstrated the use of the island's wheelbarrow for those
extra big loads and we were soon ensconced in the guest cabin (above and below)
And before Doug could even think about today's dinner, there was Rick putting some 
extra burgers onto the BBO - leftovers from last night's party, he claimed.



At "dinner", we met the
charming Gina (right), Rick
and Gina's daughter, Chelsea
(above right), and Kara, Judy
and Bob's daughter. Gina
brought along a fine spinach
salad that even the non-salad
Uncle Al enjoyed.
We discovered that, in his
other life as a collector of
exotic seeds who is earning
very good money, Rick and his
family live in California north of
San Diego, while bother Bob
and family live much closer to
the "cottage", in Lively, just
west of Sudbury.
While the kids played ac-
cidents and ambulances with

their stuffed toys after dinner,
sailors (not Gina!) adjourned
to the main lodge where we
enjoyed drinks, music and the
exchange of stories.



During the course of a most
entertaining evening, we heard
a lot about Rick's seed
collecting escapades as well
as discussions of sailing
tactics, including Rick's claim
that it's faster to raise your
centreboard while tacking into

the current in McGregor Bay's
Blasted Channel By 1 a.m,
the discussion had moved to

the guest cottage with bedtime
around two - far cry from our
sunset related bedtimes of the
past few days!

Saturday 9 August
Needless to say, we were
shocked to find Rick at our
door waking us up so early in
the morning - only to discover
that it was not 0630 but 1030!
With the Outer Bay Race not
scheduled to start until 1330
hrs, we took our time over
breakfast, enjoying our front

row view (above) of the mar-
vellous sunshine and the SW
winds which were already
showing promise on the Bay
And we even had sparkling
company (right)!



And so the multitudes as-
sembled for the annual Outer
Bay Race which was as
always being hosted by the
Cantwells. There were various
craft (right) but the only fleet
was Wayfarers with four.
An informal Skippers' Meeting
(below) outlined a course of a
beat to the mouth of the Bay
off McGregor Point (see chart
on next page), a run back to a
mark off Jumbo Island from
which one was to get back to
the start/finish line off the
Cantwells' as fast as possible.
There would be handicaps but
only the Sunfish and the Teal
were rated slower than
Wayfarers...

0
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Other than ourselves in
W7222 and defending champ,
Rick in W3104, there were the
Williams "boys" in W1867
(nght) and an old friend,
W2083, belonging to Louis
Nees whom Al had first met in
'72 at the Chesapeake Bay
Spring Wayfarer Regatta.
Louis, a very spry 90, now has
his W in the capable hands of
daughter, Diana, and grand-
daughter, Emily (below). A
broken jib halyard nearly
sidelined 2083 but then Uncle
AI, an expert at breaking stuff,_ l

| | ~~~~~~~~~~~~suggstdhesialrdwh
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Once we had all cleared the start line in

"do your own thing` fashion, it soon be-

came apparent that the days we had

recently spent in Whirlwind were going to

pay of - bigtime! Doug sailed off on a long

port towards Wardrope Island and by the

time the shore forced us to tack, we were
well clear of the fleet,

Doug sailed like a champion, keeping

Whirlwind going like a train upwind and we

reached the turning mark (an island) with a

healthy lead. Having been asked to forgo

the spi in keeping with the fleet custom, we

winged the jib with our spi pole (I think

that's illegal, but we needed my hands to

open juice boxes and light up ... ) While

Doug resolutely went down with the puffs

and up in the lulls, Al studied the chart and

we actually found our last turning mark

dead on.

No mistakes in finding the finish line, either, as Doug crossed almost a mile ahead of

our nearest pursuers. Slow to unrig, Al missed the W finishes but did capture the Teal

(above). I think Fleet Capt., Dick Lockrem, was a bit relieved when Doug told him we

didn't want to be considered for prizes (below), that we had just enjoyed the racing

Besides, being called "the pros" by our competitors was perhaps an even better award!

:~



... and the Laser finish (left)
with the classic McGregor Bay

back-drop. After prize giving, I
got to talk to old friends and
new and finally located Louis
(below, left, in Tilley? hat) who

is now sailing his big boat to
save wear on his knees.
An afternoon of quiet relax-

ation on the deck allowed me
to do some picture taking, but I

only got one shot of Rick's
brother, Bob (wearing the

sunglasses, below, right). Bob

contributed mightily to our
afternoon as he brought out a

much peatier single-malt and it
took us the best part of the

afternoon to complete taste
tests against the MacAllan
which is cured? in sherry
wood. As I pointed out to
Doug: "Now this... is cruising!"



We were saved from having to prepare our tinned supper of Irish Stew when Chelsea
came to tell us, we should now come up the hill to see "her house" A what a beautiful
little home it is, looking out over all of McGregor Bay like a castle(above). And what a
pleasing shock! We were to be guests at a "royal feast" which included steak, chicken
and spicy sausage plus more of Gina's delicious salad. A truly scrumptious dinner!!
Afterwards, it was back down to the deck, and at sunset, inside the main lodge to
continue the party with music, libations, talk and dancing 'til the proverbial wee hours
when Rick once more joined us in the guest cabin for a snack to cap the evening.

_~~~~~~~



Sunday 10 August
Luxury. A wake-up call at 1100
hrs - we're to be fed once
more - this time a yummy
breakfast of pancakes a la

Rick complete with real maple
syrup plus pea meal and
Canadian bacon. Enough to
make you forget the fact that
for the first time this week, it's
raining Anyway, from up here,
even a rainy view (right) looks
quite appealing. Looks like a
wet sail in Whirlwind this
afternoon. .
There is some wind so we
figure we have time to join

Rick and Chelsea for a sup-
plies run to Birch Island. We
wave good-bye to Rick's cabin
(below), comfortably out of the
rain in Rick's motor boat.

0~~~~~~
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An interesting ride past Ward-

rope Island to Birch Isi. (see
upper left corner of the chart

for Tues 12 Aug) during which

the rain stopped. Not much at
Birch and we left clutching a
six-pack of ginger ale and a

few health hazards.
By the time we got back, it was

early afternoon and time to
think about leaving for our
rendez-vous with the others in

Bay Finn. Rick told us our
nameless destination just west
of Frazer Bay Hill was Mari-

anna Bay, named after the

daughter of one of the Bay's
early settlers (see chart on
facing page: trip out marked in

green, return in pink).
Since we would be back with
the gang for our McGregor

Bay Final Night of the Cruise
Bash" the next day, we only
packed the minimum supplies

Of course, we had to make one more trip to the luxury of a shower before we

were finally ready to depart. A last quick farewell to Judy (above left) who was leaving

for Lively that day, and we were off!
It was already nearly 1500 hrs but we were hoping to make the 10-mile trip in

two to three hours Skies were again looking a bit threatening with rain clouds, but the

good news was that there was a good, solid SSW breeze of 10-15 knots which

permitted us to sail long ports and short starboards as we sailed out of the Bay.

Only about an hour later, we rounded McGregor Point, keeping a sharp eye out

for our guys who should be arriving about this time after a long trip from Boat Cove just

west of Little Current. In light of the earlier rain and lack of wind, we had some doubts

that we would see them, however,

We steered well clear of the Point in case the wind was lifting over the imposing

cliffs and were soon on a run into the narrow mouth of Bay Finn at Frazer Point Rain

appeared imminent by now and a squally, shifty wind soon forced us to douse the



spinny. On the Point, we saw Okechobee, a former hot spot with the locals, its vast and
recently improved resources such as dock space for hundreds of yachts, lying empty

and up for sale. A sad sight but one fitting this gray afternoon0
As we gybed downwind, we admired the cliffs on either side but only fleetingly as

there were a succession of small squalls coming up behind us and shoals coming in
front. We briefly saw what looked like it might be Tim France's Wayfarer about a mile in
front of us but he was sailing away from us way past Marianna Bay which was just
ahead. Should we chase him? Nah! It would take forever to get close enough and then,
if it wasn't a Wayfarer, we'd have a few hours of beating back in fading light. Come to
think of it, we'd have that even if it was TimI Besides, it was now starting to rain again

So we nipped in to Marianna Bay smartly, pausing to admire the island which
was defaced by enough warnings and "No Trespassing" signs to do a germ warfare
research facility proud.

One small keelboat and three
floating palaces were already

in, one of which was almost
blocking a tiny cove just right
for W7222. But there would
room for us, and Al proceeded
to squeeze by and tie to the
cliff about 20' past him.
The rain was increasing so we
quickly dumped the necessary
cooking gear and the cook

(left) onto a narrow ledge while
Al threw the anchor out and

the boom tent up over a
soaking wet boat which would
hopefully get a bit drier as the
evening wore on
Nothing to do now but don the
rain jacket go ashore, and

enjoy nature and one of the
acquired health hazards while
the cook heated a tin of Irish
stew to complement our
MacAllan scotch



It must have looked weird, two

* j¢fl guys on a narrow ledge (left)

hunched over bowls of Irish4 < stew to keep the pouring rain
_V t J out of their dinners.

Having missed our lunch, we
found this meal to be down-
right delectable. And we

thought back to Rick and the
tiny ceramic pitcher that had
come with the Scotch with in-
structions to add just a drop or

two of water to bring out the
full flavour. Well, we had

t gmother nature providing the
~~~~~~~~~~drops - and the relatively warm

i rrain was not all uncomfortable!

Awantd the lefit.Whe neverhdi
stuck a nose outside of their
stateroom, over for drinks, but_
just then a power winch swung
into action to raise the anchor I,1 :a-

and they left. We never did_a5
see any of them! '

The next hour or so was spent
under the boom tent on bare

floorboards with life jackets for

pillows as we listened to FM
94.1's Golden Oldies. By 2000

hrs, the rain had stopped and
we peeled back the tent to let

stuff dry (right).



After a while, we changed into 
dry, bug-proof gear and went
ashore for as much of a leg
stretch as our cliff would allow
(right),
And the "red sky at night"

promised a better day for our
return to McGregor Bay
tomorrow.
Some fancy sponge work from
that veteran bailer, Uncle Al,
and Whirlwind was soon only a
bit damp - and downright com-

fortable as the bedding came
out.
We sat contentedly in the bug-
free extended northern twilight
(below) savouring the slight
wind, a coffee and a smoke,
as well as the slowly changing
view.

s l l l l l l l l l | _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~H5ii
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Our stern anchor was not holding well, so we swung the bow around and put out our
other anchor which did the trick and we were soon rocked to sleep. The early night wel-
come after the heavy-duty partying at Rick's.

0 ~Monday 11 August
To paraphrase those immortal words in the Frank Dye movie Summer Cruise: 'Doug
looks a lot better this morning!"(above) And why not! No hangover and a lovely breeze
airing our tent between its forward and aft screen windows. Note the radio. And the
view of the ledge with our unnecessary gear such as paddles, etc.(below).

__



As we prepared to raise our second anchor and put the bow back to the cliff so that
Doug could use up the last of our coffee (below). Doug discovered that his towel had
blown off the spreaders during the night But almost right away he spied it on the
bottom in about 8' of water, and retrieved it happily

By the end of breakfast, there was still no sign of the others. How long should we wait? 
We didn't want to miss the Bash at McGregor Bay where Al was to give his slide show1!
And then - a visitor: One of our neighbours came over in a little red rubber duck to ask
if we knew where the trail up to Frazer Bay Hill started. We explained that our fellow-
cruisers whom we were supposed to meet here last, knew, but they hadn't appeared!
'Oh, them!", he replied. "They're half a mile east of here!"
1 5 minutes later, our friend was back to tell us that he'd gotten the information and had
a message for us: `They're leaving now!"
So we quickly gathered our stuff and nipped past "No Trespassing!' island (note the
matching architecture below) out into Bay Finn to re-unite with the gang.

g~~



And there they were(above) just coming out. We had a fine chat with Tim and Alan

(below) and discovered that the others had, in fact, arrived here using Saturday's fine
winds but had not wanted to go to the rather crowded Marianna Bay. Sunday, they had

made their by now traditional ascent of Frazer Bay Hill, and it had indeed been Tim's
boat we had seen the evening before. They had sailed all the way Bay Finn to The Pool
- in the rain!
But now for the bad news: Their group had decided they didn't want to leave the long

sail from McGregor Bay back to Killarney til the final day. They had decided to sail to

an anchorage just east of Killarney today instead of detouring to McGregor Bay - and
the Burtons had already left, wanting to be sure that they reached Guelph and their
kids' babysitters on time!_ ..................... / i 

0~~... 



We, of course, were com-n,
mitted to McGregor Bay, and
once more bid adieu to Tim 0
and Alan(right) and waved
goodbye to W8747, Glenn Fox
and to Blue Mist (W887) with
Dick Harrington and David
Sleightholm (below)'
Last we saw, they were
headed south to round
Badgeley Point on a lovely,
clearing morning, while Doug
and I took the high road back
to McGregor Bay.
In a 10-knot NE wind, we had
to beat back to Rick's but we
were quite relaxed,

0

This was another short hop of
10 miles for us and we were

feeling so frisky that we
decided to pick our way in
through the shoals SW of

Rick's island.
Doug chose this time to report
what someone had said when

told we were racing in
McGregor Bay
"Ah yes! McGregor Bay, FBR."
Puzzled. Doug had asked for
further enlightenment.
dFBRQ Fucking BIG Rocks, of
course''



As we ghosted up to the dock

around noon, there was Rick -
power-washing his little heart
out(feft). The stick and the
wheel are Rick's own
invention, making it much

easier to systematically use
the machine. And its effect is

unbelievable: In about as
much time as Zorro used to

take on TV, making the mark
of Zorro (Z), Rick made the
Wayfarer symbol you can see

was determined to make some

done before the lure of the
windless, warm sunny deck
overpowered me and my good

intentions were vanquished.
Besides, i could always find
another time for postcards but
our idyllic time at Ricks was

wdfast running out.



Do you suppose Chelsea sat
there writing away(left) to
remind me to do the cards?

The last chance of that went
out the window when Rick

(below) offered us Manhattans
in those fancy little glasses. I
had decided not to drink today
but hey, Manhattans brought
back great memories of my
first introduction to Wayfarers:

|~~~

Anywayt they v MNoh-
Americans Race Committee, I 
had been invited to a big party_

at Henry Croce and Ken Loft-
house's Scarborough home 
What a lovely group these __
Wayfarers were! I decided_
then and there to get a __
Wayfarer! Which I did the very 31_
next spring: Wl116 snioopy! -=
Anyway, they served Nlanhat- _j_
fans at that party and I hadn t 
had any since,-



Next, we had to eat a yummy
lasagna supper and then, the
guests began to arrive for the
McGregor Bay nostalgia slide
show.
First came Cleo the cat (right),
then the McGregor Bay sailors
who had a great time seeing
themselves and their friends
as they were 12 years before.
The enthusiastic crowd had
fun(below), trying identify the
various faces and shapes.
And, of course, as always,
there was a party afterwards.

S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_l ~~~~~~~~~~~~Eventually, even Chelsea was

ready for bed, and Rick, Doug
sand I were les alone. We got a

- w ~~~~~~~~~~~midnight tour of the luxury
t , l_ ~~~~~~~~~~rental cabin since Doug wants
- ^ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~to bring his family up next year
^ } ;_ - ~~~~~~~~~~~a lovely, truly luxurious cabin

\ ^. . ~~~~~~~~~with everything from a VCR to
_ \ __. ~~~~~~~~~~~~a fireplace.
k > ~~~~~~~~~~~Wandering back to our cabin,

> I ~~~~~~~~we said good-night to our W
aU ~~~~~~~~~~~star. At 0130, Ai remernbered

, ~~~~~~~~~~~the next day's long sail and

X X ~~~~~~~~~~turned in, leaving Rick and
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~Doug to their booze, butts and

- v ~~~~~~~~~~~~~sardines.



Our sincere thanks to Gina

Cantwell who sent me a bunch of
lovely photos (including those on
this, the next and the second-last 0
page) from our last day on "the
Bay" for '97.

Above: Fond memories of

Manhattans on the deck and
Uncle Al (left) with his

ever-present camera



Happiness is: a visit to
McGregor Bay (above) - or, in the
case of Chelsea (right), getting to
stay up past your bed time.

What a wonderful time we
had chez les Cantwell!! Mille fois
merci!l!!
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Tuesday 12 August
Amazingly, Al woke up by 0800 on

this gray-looking last day of our cruise. He
grabbed the now recharged VHF and got

.. -n cE,fi,,,,} t the forecast: cloudy, rain in the late after-

noon, winds E 5-10 knots changing to light

and variable laterin the day. Eeeek!

Heartlessly, I roused Doug to his

hangover. But with 20 miles of sailing to do

(see chart on facing page) and the threat of
dying headwinds, we had to get going. We

tiptoed up the hill to whisper our good-byes

to Rick who was also hung over and who,

like Doug, had gone to bed at 0400. But

Gina insisted we have some bagels and

cream cheese to start our hangover cures.

We finally went down to Whirlwind,

with Rick and Gina who wanted to take

pictures of us departing (above left).

Of course, this called for the spinny
(right) which we hoped to carry all the way

out of McGregor Bay. We waved our

heartfelt thanks - and were off. Once clear

of Pathfinder Bay though, we had to douse

the spi as the wind had veered to SE. So we

settled in to a nice beam reach in a healthy

8-12 knot breeze. We each had only 6

cigarettes left and began to get an appre-

ciation of what it must have meant to old-

time sailors who had to ration their water...

The wind held all the way past

McGregor Point and even increased a bit as

we sailed close-hauled on port for the end

of Badgeley Point where we planned to cut

* ~through the "Hole in the Wall" between the

Point and Creak Is. which would be our 2nd

after the "Hole in the Wall" near Killbear

Park,



We made it through the narrow, shallow part(above) with only three strokes of
the paddle. As anticipated, the wind inside Lansdown Channel was backed to ESE and
we spent the next three hours doing long starboard and short port tacks. We got
occasio- nal rain but the wind held, and by 1500 hrs we were within sight of Killarney.

Since the fresh breeze seemed to have cured our earlier malaise, we ready for
the challenge of short-tacking into the current and the heavy traffic Even Doug's tender
ankle did not prevent us from doing a dozen or two neat roll tacks (although we did un-
nerve one 60' cruiser who suddenly hit full power so that we wouldn't run him down!)

At two minutes to four as we made our landfall under rather threatening skies.
While Doug rushed off to get the van and trailer from the municipal lot, Uncle Al quickly
dumped all the gear onto the dock. A man with three youngsters came up to tell me
he'd gotten some shots of us beating up the harbour (if you'll pardon the expression!)

Just as Doug returned with the van and ciggies, the rain began in earnest, but
with the help of the photographer and the kids, we got everything stashed in time Now
we could relax - starting with another much anticipated trip to Mr Perch, Yes indeed,
they were still the world's greatest Fish and Chips... By the time I had waited for our
"lunch", Doug came in to report that several impressed boaters had come to ask him:
"Was that YOU who was tacking up the Channel just now?"

The drive back to Huntsville was done at a safe speed, especially while Al was
learning how to drive Doug's van so that the latter could get a bit of rest after his tough
night. We finally arrived shortly after 2100 hrs and Julia very kindly proceeded to feed
us a late dinner once she, David and Joanna had gotten over the shock of seeing the
weary travellers in eight days' worth of beards

Are we going again2 Of course' Doug and family likely next year but Doug and
Al for sure in '99 (In '98 it'll be the International Wayfarer Rally and Wayfarer Worlds X
in Denmark for Uncle AM)

P.S. This started out as a serious cruise log but somewhere along the way, I
think it has become something more personal - a reminder to Doug and me of eight

glorious days and the absolute/, maeiflcent time we had. A thcusand thanks to all of
you who contributed to that in any way!



Books are to be returned on or before
the last date below
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